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ABSTRACT
Today, Rapid Prototyping & Manufacturing, RP&M, is considered as the key
element ofmost design and manufacturing applications.
RP&M provides significant improvement in the integrated product development
process by giving a way to make very complex design parts possible for manufacturing.
The purpose of this thesis study is to develop new approaches to enhance the links
between solid modeling and rapid prototyping systems. New techniques have been
developed in the automatic orientation and layer thickness calculation for parts made by
Rapid Prototyping systems. A software program has been written to implement these
newly developed techniques on a commercially available software platform.
With the aid of this program, a design part chosen is prepared for rapid
prototyping during the CAD process by fulfilling certain requirements such as the
proper orientation of the design part to minimize the manufacturing time and the cost.
Improvements were also made in minimization of the number of layers by employing
newly developed techniques for calculation of the layer thicknesses based on the known
geometric characteristics such as surface curvature changes.
The program called "AOLTP" ( Automatic Orientation and Layer Thickness
Program) was developed in I-DEAS ™ 2.1 environment. AOLTP, a general purpose
program for RP&M, is written in I-DEAS™ open language.
A number of Fortran programs were also developed to transfer data in and out
ofI-DEAS™ environment interactively for further processing. The results presented in
this thesis show that the methods developed by using an analytical approach provide a
better integration between solid modeling and RP&M systems.
I
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
1.1 Background
New manufacturing technologies that build parts on a layer-by-Iayer were
developed in the past decades. Using these technologies, manufacturing time for parts
ofvirtually any complexity is reduced to hours instead of days, weeks, or months.
The first commercial process was presented to the world in November 1987,
by a company called 3D Systems, Inc. Up to now, Rapid Prototyping Technologies
(RPT) have taken enormous strides. Now, over 30 processes some of which are
commercial are available while the others are under development in research
laboratories. All the processes described below take as input 3D model and a set of
parameters that are process dependent.
Although the processes described can differ significantly, the underlying theme
is the same; they all build parts on a layer-by-Iayer basis. These processes are generally
called Layer Manufacturing Techniques or Technologies (LMT)
l.l.a STEREOLITHOGRAPHY
Stereolithography apparatus (SLA) (figure!. 1) was developed and commercialized
by 3D System, Inc. It is a three-dimensional printing process that produces a solid
plastic model. An automating laser beam is involved to draw or print cross section of
the model onto the surface of photo-curable liquid plastic. Proprietary software sliced
CAD model data into very thin cross: sections by using a Stereolithography apparatus
(SLA).
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FIGURE 1.1 A schematic drawing of a stereolithography Apparatus (SLA)
A computer-controlled optical scanning system guides the laser beam, which
generates a small intense spot of ultraviolet (UV) light, across the top of a vat of liquid
photopolymer. The energy that the laser carries change the liquid photopolymer into a
solid where ,it touches, precisely printing each cross section. The newly formed layer is
moved downwards by a vertical elevator system, where a leveling system established
the thickness of the next layer.
By that way, the system builds suctessive cross sections, each of which adheres
to the one below it, one layer on the top of the another to form the design part from
bottom up until the last layer is made.
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Then, the part is removed from the SLA, flooded with high intensity UV light
to complete the polymerization process, and finished by various methods including
sanding, sandblasting, or painting.
l.l.b SOLID GROUND CURING
SGC (Solid Ground Curing) system was developed and commercialized by
Cubital Ltd, figure 1.2. The system also uses a photopolymer, sensitive to UV light.
However the models are build in a solid environment, shown in the figure ,
eliminating curling, warping, support structures, and any need for final curing.
Wax cooling
Wax plate
spreader 01
Residual polym er
cleaner
Polymer
spreader
,
..'
• '. I '. _ " •• ~ ••
Wax Platfonn
FIGURE 1.2 A schematic drawing of a SGC process
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The process consists of several steps like the other systems do. First, A
computer analyses a CAD model and renders the object as a stack of slices. Then, the
image of the working slice is printed on a glass photo-mask using an electro-static ,
process similar to laser printing. The slice we got from CAD model remains
transparent, in the meantime, a thin layer of photo-reactive polymer is laid down on the
work surface and spread evenly. Then an ultra-violet floodlight is projected through the
photo-mask onto the newly-spread layer of the liquid polymer. Exposed resin
polymerizes and hardens.
The unaffected rasin that is still liquid is vacuumed off, after that liquid wax is
spread across the work area, filling the cavities previously occupied by the un-exposed
liquid polymer resin. Then the wax is hardened by a chilling plate. And the entire layer,
wax and polymer ,is now solid.
A milling head mills the layer to the correct thickness. Then the process is
repeated for the next slice, each layer adhering to the previous one, until the object IS
finished.
1.1.e SELECTIVE LASER SINTERING
SLS system, which is developed recently by DTM corporation, is another Rapid
Prototyping & Manufacturing Technology which generates three-dimensional parts by
fusing powered- thermoplastic materials with the heat from an infrared laser beam
A thin layer of powdered thermoplastic material is evenly spread, by a roller,
over the build region. Then, the laser on the powder surface draws the pattern of the
corresponding part cross section. With amorphous materials, the laser heat courses
powder particle~ to soften and bind to one another is called fusing or sintering with
5
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FIGURE 1.3 A schematic drawing of SLS systems
crystallized materials. The heat melts the powd~r layer, forming a liquid, which hardens
to a solid upon cooling.
Each layer formed by the process resides within the remaining powder of the
layer. After all layers have been formed, we have the finished part imbedded within the
cake of loose powder, which is later removed. The system uses a 50 watt carbon
dioxide (C02) laser which produces infrared radiation at wavelength (10,600 nm) that
is absorbed by many materials, resulting in a rise of their temperature.
After that, the part building chamber is purged with inert gas and heated, raising
the temperature of the uppermost layer of the power to nearly the fusing or melting
temperature of the material. Having the hot environment reduces the additional laser
energy needed to heat the powder to a fusing temperature.
It also reduces the thermal shrinkage of the layers during fabrication.
l.l.d LAYER-SUBTRACTIVE LASER FABRICATION
The laminated object manufacturing (LOM) technique, which is developed by
Helisys, Inc. , build part by laminating and laser-trimming the material delivered in
sheet form.
Feeder
Platform
Optic head
FIGURE 1.4 A shematic drawing of LOM systems
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By using a thermal adhesive coating, the system laminates the sheets of
material into a solid block using heat and pressure to forma new layer. Next, it cuts the
contours associated with the current cross section into the layer using 25 or 50 watt
CO2 laser. Areas of the layer, outside the part valume, area thrown away by cutting
into small pieces, called "tiles" to facilitate their removal later. Having been continued
..
the process for all layer to laminate and cut ,the result is a part imbedded within a block
of supporting material. This material, is then broken loose into chunks along tile cuts
and parts may then be coated ( figure 1.4 ) .
l.l.e LAYER-ADDITIVE NONLASER POINT-BY-POINT FABRICATION
Fuse deposition modeling (FDM), which was developed by the Stratasys,Inc.,
uses thermoplastic wire-like filaments which are melted in the delivery head. The
material is the extruded from the head and deposited on a layer-by-Iayer basis. The
layering lamination technique uses the concept of the rapid solidification of molten
laminate material from the modeling filament (figure 1.5 ). The semiliquid thermoplastic
material is deposited into thin layer, building the model upwards off a fixture less base.
The material solidifies in place, positioned by the XY controlled extrusion head.
It is important that the thermoplastic material be maintained just above the
solidification temperature to ensure proper adhesion between the layers. The system
uses a precision volumetric pump to control the material passing through the extrusion
orifice. The extrusion process shears the material and it quickly solidifies while
boundary to the previous layer by heating it and then fusing. The model is lowered by a
piston after each slicing process . It makes the space between previous layer and the
next layer coming.
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FIGURE 1,5 FDlvl system's schematic drawing [7]
1.2. CAD DATA PROCESS IN RP&M SYSTEMS
RP&M technology reqUIres nonambiguous data descriptions of the part
geometry to be generated. The model data must facilitate the generation of the closed
paths and differentiate between the inside and outside of the part.
The process cuts the CAD design at any given horizontal cross-section. Then,
the resulting cross-section has one or more closed paths and a complete understanding
of the solid areas enveloped. The vectors are created to solidify the areas between the
part boundaries or borders. Problems can be detected only when the part geometry is
nqt completely closed because of either disconnected adjacent surface vertices or
missing surfaces (figure 1.6).
Otherwise, part building process can be damaged by leaving an opening gaps in
the borders which cause the hatching vectors to be incomplete or escape outside the
part. On the other hand, Close boundaries alone do not describe solid objects. The
boundary data must also convey the orientation of the boundaries.
1.3 SOLID MODELING
Today's CAD systems use various geometric representations such as geometric
representation of a bounded volume called a solid model in which the boundaries are
represented geometrically, via curves and surfaces as well as topologically to provide
connectivity between geometric entities. A solid geometric model is an unambiguous
and informationally complete mathematical representation of the shape of a physical
object in a form that a computer can process. Solid modeling is also an important
aspect of geometric modeling that is used to create and communicate shape
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information. It involves creating and maintaining a solid model for future access and
analysis.
t (~)_Slice_Plane~() J
Border
Y hatch
FIGURE 1.6 Resulting cross-section area of solid model.
In solid modeling, having a solid model means being able to ask and answer
questions about an object's volumetric properties, such as weight and moment of
inertia, and about important topological properties, such as connectivity between
boundaries and containment relationships. A hybrid array of mathematical concepts is
employed by most existing CAD systems toward solid modeling which satisfies the
requirement for RP&M data.
Today, there are four principal types of representation schemes used for solid
models. These are specifically;
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1. Constructive Solid Geometry (CSG) Representation
CSG modelers use simple geometric shapes called primitives such as cubes,
cones,. and spheres as basic building blocks. However, in the new CSG modelers, the
parts designed can also be used like simple geometric shapes. Then, The primitives are
combined using Boolean operators such as union, intersection, and difference. The
history of construction is maintained by a tree-like hierarchical representation which is
called CSG tree.
2. Boundary Representation (BREP)
In BREP system, the object is represented as union offaces. Faces are bounded
surface regions. Most of the BREP systems today use polynomial or NURBS
(Nonuniform Rational B-splines) based forms for representation of curves and surfaces.
NURBS is a prices mathematical description of geometry that allows for easy
manipulation of two-dimensional, three dimensional curve, and surface entities by
using a·single-form-ofrepresentation.
3. Hybrid Representation
Hybrid representation scheme uses both Constructive Solid Geometry (CSG)
-- ----------- •.. -- -- -._--- ~-----
and Boundary Representation (BREP), together. Its implementations are wide in most
powerful CAD systems today.
4. Faceted Approximation
Faceted approximation is a technique of dividing the solid object surfaces into
planar surfaces. The planes may be divided into triangles or quad facets. Increasing the
density of facets gives a closer approximation to a nonlinear surface. A two-
dimensional examJ3le is approximating a circle with straight line segments.
Systems such as SDRCs I-DEAS™ use a NURBS based definition in
representing object boundaries while creating a faceted approximation. The faceted
12
approximation improves the perfonnance of the system when objects is modified and
displayed.
These schemes rely on a variety of construction operations. Set operations are
common to many and generally called Boolean operators: union, intersection, and
difference. Sweep operators transfonn two-dimensional shapes into three-dimensional
prismatic or axisymmetric shapes by extruding it along a given path or revolving it
about an axis.
1.4. CAD SYSTEM DATA REPRESENTATION
Representation techniques which are used to describe CAD geometries are
different from one system to another. A standard interface was needed to convey
geometric descriptions from different CAD systems to RP&M system. IGES standards
)l
are available but are not always capable of fully defining unambiguous solid geometries.
IGES import capability which is used to transfer data between CAD systems
may not contain the additional data necessary to generate solid prototype parts.
Therefore, the possible problem risks have raised a need for a new standard called
STL interface specification, which was developed by 3D System, Inc.
Then, STL has become the main standard input fonnat for aU RP&M systems in
the world. STL files are comprised of many triangles, connected at the vertices, which
represent exterior and interior surfaces. These triangles Cl;re classified as flat, near flat or
step, depending on their orientation.
The STL format specifies the X,Y, and Z coordinates of each vertex and the
unit nonnal for each triangle. The unit normal is used to detennine the surface
orientation (inward and outward facing directions) (figure 1.7). STL file can be either
ASCII or binary format.
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.STL FILE FORMAT
2 3
Xl YI Zl
X2 Y2 Z2
X3 Y3 Z3
Xn Yn Zn
N ( unit vector)
FIGURE 1.7 STL file fannat.
STL file is comprised of a mesh of connected "three-dimensional triangles".
Although a triangle is a two dimensional object, "three-dimensional" terminology
applies to the X, Y, and Z coordinates which form the triangle's end points.
The figure 1.8 shows how triangles can be used to represent polygons to
approximate curves. Triangles in a STL file must all mate with other triangles at
vertices.
This is known as the "vertex to vertex" rule. Furthermore, triangles must be
properly oriented to indicate which side of the triangle contains material.
14
Three triangles
Six triangles
Eight triangles
FIGURE 1.8 Triangles represent polygons to approximate surfaces
Some methods used to construct a part may be particularly sensitive to data
anonnalies. One such item is triangle connectivity. A lack of connectivity in the three-
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dimensional triangle matrix which comprises the STL file causes ambiguities in the
object's representation. Gaps between triangles are further convoluted in the slicing
process, in which a plane is used to cut through a three-dimensional object.
A second category of STL file problems involves incorrect normals where
shared edges are not traversed in opposite directions in two adjacent faces (Moebius
rule). The figure 1.9 shows correctly and incorrectly oriented normals on adjacent
triangles.
2
3
3
2
Correct
FIGURE 1.9 Oriented normals on adjacent triangles
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Incorrect
Normals are computed by the right hand rule. The numbers inside the triangle vertices
indicate the order in which the coordinated were listed in the file.
As incorrect normals propagate, Moebius Strip conditions can begin to exist,
where two sides of the surfaces are transformed into each other. Problems such as gaps
between triangles, incorrect normals, are usually the results of problems in the CAD to
STL translators aggravated by particular part geometries.
There are number of softwares commercially available to identify and/or correct
problems in STL files. Naturally, not all incorrect STL files are capable of being
repaired, and not all repairs are necessarily what the user desires.
1.5 PROBLEM STATEMENT
In today's rapid prototyping environment, there are many improvements are
needed in order to minimize the manufacturing time and the errors introduced by the
RP&M process. The general three step process used by the RP&M systems is shown in
Figure 1.10.
STL Slice Build
-FILE Generation Process
FIGURE 1.10 RP&M process
One of improvement possibilities is in the STL format by which the precise
geometry is approximated by a faceted representation using triangles. Although it is
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simple and widely used the faceted approximation is not capable of answering all needs
and making further improvements.
The second one is the layer thickness determination method currently used in
the RP&M systems. The layer thicknesses are held constant between the user provided
lower and upper height limits. It can not be adjusted automatically according to model
part's known geometric characteristics such as curvature change.
However, sometime, the layer thickness of the model can only be set to a
certain maximum and maximum value as possible depending on the equipment
capabilities. For example, if the thickness calculated is below the lower capability limit,
more slices are required.
Calculating the proper layer thicknesses for a model part precise solid model
representation of the design part is needed. It is known that, since the IGES format was
incapable of exporting the model file correctly to RP&M systems, STL format had to
to be used in the slicing process.
However, for the object geometry, the exact boundary curves can not be used
in the slicing process, since STL format uses a triangulated representation. It gives an
approximation which may be insufficient in some cases. The accuracy for a model
boundary representation can be increased by reducing the tolerances at the CAD
systems for generation of STL files. Small tolerances make the model more precise
with more triangles, but with the penalty of increasing the STL file size. Larger files
cause increased slicing time and slice file size and also have a relative effect as
increased build time. On the other hand, since the solid model representation contains
precise boundary information slicing can be done at the CAD systems and resulting
slice boundary information, which is essentially a cross-sections represented by curves,
can be transferred to RP&M systems by using IGES format.
18
Also, new improvements can be made by developing new methods for
automatic determination of layer thicknesses to be used in RP&M system, by using
local surface curvature changes, and this information can be passed to RP&M systems
along with the slice boundary information by using non geometric data transfer
capabilities build in IGES standard.
19
CHAPTER 2
MATHEMATICAL ELEMENTS OF THE THESIS
2.1 INTRODUCTION
The geometry definition module of the program developed for the thesis offers
the creation of the following entities and algebraic calculations.
1. Curvature
· Curve curvature
· Surface curvature
2. Curves
· Cubic spline
· Nonuniform rational B-Spline Curves
3. Segmentation of Curves
4. Three-dimensional transformation
· Single transformation
· Multiple transformation
5. Intersection of curves
2.2 CURVE CURVATURE
The radius of curvature p of the curve y = y(x) is given by the well known
formula
(1 + y2?/2
p= /I
Y
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(2.2.1 )
where the dash denotes differentiation with respect to x. Because the radius of
curvature becomes infinite at points of inflection, it is usually better to use the
curvature fi,=~, which is finite unless there are cusps in the curve.
Thus,
/I
Y
fi, = (1 + y'2)3/2 (2.2.2)
by
The corresponding formula for an implicitly defined curve f (x, y) = 0 is given
fi,=
fxxf; - 2fxyfxfy + fyyf;
(1'; + f3)3/2 (2.2.3)
where the suffices x and y imply partial differentiation with respect to x and y. For the
parametric curve such as x = x(t) and y = y(t), the expression is
(2.2.4)
where the dot implies differentiation with respect to the parameter t.
2.3 SURFACE CURVATURE
The curvature of the intersection of the two surfaces SI and S2 may be defined
in terms of the normal curvatures fi,nl and fi,n2 of the curve on SI and S2
respectively, together with the unit normals nl and n2 to the two surfaces.
Let the curve the equation r = r(t) and the corresponding tangent, normal and
binormal vectors be T, Nand B. The tangent vectors are perpendicular to both
surface normals, so that
21
T _ ± nIX n2
- InIx n21
Thus,
and we may expand the triple vector product to obtain
K,B = ± (K,nl nl - K,n 2nl )
In! - n21
If the angle between the surface normals is e, the curvature is given by
(2.3.1)
(2.3.2)
(2.3.3)
Note that the curvature tends to infinity when the normals become parallel,
A first approximation to the normal curvature of a curve C on a surface S may
be obtained from the position of two adjacent points of C and the surface normal of S
at one of them.
If we consider two adjacent points P and Q on the curve r = r(t) , having
arc length parameters t and Hot shown in figure 2.1
By a Taylor expansion of r(t), we have
8t2
r(t + ot) = r(t) +8t r(t) + 2 r(t) + O(8t3 )
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nFIGURE 2.1 Two adjacent points on a curve in a surface
in which the denote differentiation with respect to t. Thus, by the Frenet-Serret
formulate
(2.3.4)
where the vectors T and KN are evaluated at S.
Since the curves lies on the surface S, the tangent vector T is perpendicular to
the surface normal n, and we may thus obtain
(2.3.5)
by approximating the arc length at by the chord length and neglecting the remainder,
we obtain the equation
n[r(t+at) -r(t)]
I r(t + at) - r(t) 1 2
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(2.3.6)
Alternatively, the curvature K can be computed directly in terms of r(t) ,
r(t + at) and T(s) . Since T must be obtained from Eqn. 2.3.1 9 , the actual coding
is no more efficient than careful implementation of Eqn. 2.3.3 and Eqn. 2.3.6 , .
although the expression for K is formally much simpler:
K = 21 (r(t + at) - r(t)) xT 1/1 (r(t + at) - r(t) 12 (2.3.7)
It has been chosen to develop the result in terms of normal curvature in order to
show the sensitivity of the curvature K to the angle between the two surface normals.
As equation 2.3.3 shows, the curvature may become very large when the angle is small,
so that the step length must be very small.
2.4 CUBIC SPLINES
The equation for a single parametric cubic spline segment is given by
4
P(k) = I:Aki - 1
i=l
(2.4.1)
where k1 and k2 are the parameter values at the beginning and the end of the
segment. P (k) is the position vector of any point on the cubic spline segment. And
4
x(k) = I:Aix ki- 1
i=l
4
y(k) = I:Aiyki- 1
i=l
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(2.4.2)
(2.4.3)
4
z(k) = :LAizki-I
i=I
(2.4.4)
The constant coefficients Ai are determined by specifying four boundary
conditions for the spline segment. Eqn. 2.4.1 yields
(2.4.5)
FIGURE 2.2 B-Spline boundary conditions (single)
P(O) = PI
P(k2) = P2
I I
P (0) = PI
p' (k2 ) = P~
P" = 2A3
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(2.4.6)
Pt+2
~+2Pt Pt+1 ~+2~ ,Pt +1
~ ~+1
FIGURE 2.3 B-Spline boundary conditions (multiple)
1~t~n-2
P~ and P~ are known
(2.4.7)
1 0
ts 2(t2+ ts) t2 0
0 t4 2(ts + t4) ts 0
0 0 ts 2(t4+ ts) t4 0
x
0 tn 2(tn+ tn-I) tn-l
0 1
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p'1
Pe'2
p.'3
p'
n
1 0 0 0
[Alt] 0 1 0 0
Pk
[A] = 1:: = 3 2 3 1 P~ (2.4.8)
- kZ+I
- kt+1 kt;; - kt+1 Pk+I
A4t
I
2 1 2 1 Pk+I
'1Jl kt+1
- 1.3 k2ki+1 kt+1 ,HI -_.--/
4
Pk(t) = LAitki- 1 o :::; k :::; kt+l , l:::;t:::;n-l
i:=l
in normalized form,
where
P(k) = [F] [G] = [T][N][G] (2.4.9)
[
2
-3
[N]= ~
-2
3
o
o
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1
-2
1
o
[G] =
2.5 NONUNIFORM RATIONAL B-SPLINE CURVES (NURBS)
Nonuniform rational B-spline curves provide a single precise mathematical form
capable of representing the common analytical shapes such as free-form curves, planes,
and conic curves. They have also been implemented in many applications by a number
of graphics workstation manufacturers. NURBS is supported by the Initial Graphics
Exchange Specification (IGES) standard developed for the interchanging data between
computer aided design and computer aided manufacturing systems.
Simply, NURBS curves are based on piecewise polynomial B-spline Bf(t) ,
which may be computed from the Cox-deBoor recurrence [10]
starting with
{ti}, i = 1, ....n + k is a knot vector satisfying
(2.5.1)
where ti = 0, i = 1, ..... k
ti = 1, i = n + 1, ....n + k
when the interior knots are uniformly spaced:
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(i - k)
ti = (n _ k +1)' i = k +1, ....n
the knots and corresponding B-Splines are described as uniform.
The standard definition for a NURBS curve in 3-D is
n
EWiXiBf(t)
x(t) = .:...-i=-=-~ _
EWiBf(t)
j=l
where
Xi, i = 1, ...n are 3-D control points,
Wi, i = 1, ...n are corresponding weights
(2.5.2)
and the knot vector is {ti }. When the weights are all constant Wi = W, the
denominator in (2.5.2) is constant and (2.5.2) simplifies to non-rational B-Spline:
n
X(t) = L,xiBf(t)
i=l
(2.5.3)
when, further, the knots are uniform, (2.5.3) represents a uniform B-spline (UBS)
curve.
2.6 SEGMENTATION OF CURVES
Dividing a curve into segments can be used in many geometric modeling
problems. Two methods explained below can easily be implemented in almost every
problem faced.
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n=4
FIGURE 2.4 Segmentation of curves
To divide the curves into segments, we first obtain
n
L = L:Zi (2.6.1)
i=1
3
~ = L:aj 11,1 (2.6.2)
j=O
However, this approach is not usually the most computationally efficient ,nor is
it particularly accurate unless n is large. Since this procedure always returns a some
what shorter-than-true length. Therefore, another approach is used which utilizes
constant arc lengths for segmentation.
The arc length between P(11,d and P(11,2) is
l U2L = vpupud11,Ul I where 11,2 > 11,1
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(2.6.3)
bwhen the vector operator is completed, this equation becomes
or
l U2L = f(u)duul
Using Gaussian quadratUfetu-reduce this integral
where n is the number of points used by using another transformation
u-u't = t
U2- Ul
L = (U:l- Ul)l' f(Ul + (U2 - Ul)t )dt
or
n
L = (U2 - Ul) L Wi g(ti)
i=l
where the weight and abscissas are taken with respect to the new integral.
2.7 THREE-DIMENSIONAL ROTATION
(2.6.4)
Writing the position vector for P and p* ( shown in figure 2.5 ) in the planes
r'
.perpendicular to the z-axis, we have
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P = [x y z 1] = [rcos¢> rsin¢> z 1]
and
P*=[x*y*zl]=[rcos(¢+O) rsin(¢>+O) zl]
p*
y*f----h-L
Yf---,f---t----~) P
~~----L..:-L----'--~ x, x*
J
.~
~. z
x* x
--~,,--.
.,
..::
FIGURE 2.5 Position vectors ofP&P*
Using the sum of the angles formulas allows writing P* as
P = [x* y* z 1] = [x cosO - y sinO xsinO + y sinO z 1]
Thus, the transformed point have components
x* = xcos8 - ysinO
y* = x sinO + y sinO
z* = z
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(2.7.1)
in matrix form
[X*] = [X] [T] = [x* y* z* 1]
or
[
cosO
- sinO[X']=[xyzl]= ~
sinO
cosO
o
o
Rotation is assumed positive in a right-hand sense, clockwise as one looks
outward from origin in the positive direction along the rotation axis.
In a similar manner, the transformation matrix for rotation by an angle 0 about
the x-axis.
[ O~l[T] = ocosO- sinO
o
o ~Ol]sinO
cosO
o
(2.7.2)
for rotation by an angle 0 about the y-axis, the transformation is
[
cosO 0
T _ 0 1
[ ] - cosO 0
o 0
- ~ino O~l]
cosO
o
(2.7.3)
I
2.8 MULTIPLE TRANSFORMATIONS
Successive transformations can be combined or concatenated into a~ngle 4x4
transformation that yields the same results.The proper order is determined by the
position of the individual transformation matrix relative to the position vector matrix.
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The matrix nearest the position vector matrix generates the first individual
transformation. Mathematically this is expressed as
[X] [T] = [X] [TIl [T2l [T3] [T4l ....
where
and the [ Ii] are any combination of scaling, shearing, rotation, reflection,
translation, perspective and projection matrices.
i
2.9 INTERSECTIONS OF CURVES
Calculation of intersection curve between planes and free-form surfaces is
important, because it is fundamental to the interference calculation and frequently
required in many problems. A common cutting plane for both surfaces is introduced to
determine a common intersecting point of the two intersection curves of the surfaces
and the plane. Or, one of the curved surface is frequently replaced by using its
tangential plane or a polyhedron, in which intersection between the surface and faces
of the polyhedron representing the other surface is needed to be calculate.
Let n f be the unit normal vector of a plane and
origin, then an equation of the plane is given by
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d its distance from the
(2.9.1)
Let a surface patch be denoted by s(u, v) . Since points of the plane and those
of the surface patch are coincident on the intersection curve, that is , s(u, v) = r ,
eliminating r from both equation we have
s(u, v) .nf = d (2.9.2)
This is the equation of the intersection curves. Fixing a value of u or v
as a constant, we can obtain the corresponding v or u of a point on the intersection
by solving equation (2.9.2). For patches of the first or the second degree, the equation
to solve is linear or quadratic, respectively analytical solution can be obtained easily.
But for a patch of higher than the second degree, the numerical methods of solving
higher-degree algebraic equations have to be employed. If only a few points are to be
obtained, the finding roots of higher-degree polynomials (usually of the degree three to
five) is not a problem, but calculating all the points by this method is not desirable.
Methods of tracing the curve from a starting point are required. In regions
where the surface normal vector is nearly parallel to that of the cutting plane, the
solution becomes sensitive to numerical errors.
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CHAPTER 3
AUTOMATIC ORIENTATION AND
LAYER THICKNESS CALCULATIONS
3.1 AUTOMATIC ORIENTATION
In Rapid Prototyping , part orientation within the building chamber will have an
impact on build time, part resolution, and surface finish. Therefore, the height of the
support structure, which the part must be at least certain distance above the platform
for efficient draining, and the height of the geometry will reduce the number of layers
required, thereby, decreasing build time.
To orient the part, the normal vector of the planar face selected as the base face
of the object should be aligned with the z-axis in the opposite direction. Thus, the
solution for the orientation problem can be reduced down to alignment of two vectors
in space. This is accomplished with a procedure using translation and rotations about
the two coordinate axes. Since the technique for rotation about a coordinate axis is
known, the underlying procedural idea is to make the arbitrary rotation axis coincident
with one of the coordinate axes.
Assume an arbitrary axis in space passing through the point ( XQ , Yo , ZQ ) ,
and the plane surface which has vertices, ~k (k = 1, ....n) shown in Figure 3.1 .
The direction cosines ofthe plane is obtained using the position vectors of at least three
vertices. Taking the cross product of the vectors Vx1 Vxn and Vx2~n prior to
translation yields
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(3.1.1)
'{I
z
o')-- ~
'{3
x
FIGURE 3.1 An arbitrary axis in space passing through the point P( xo, Yo, Zo)
normalizing yields
n = [cx cy cz ] = -r=[a=b=c=]=y'a2 +b2 +c2 (3.1.2)
Simply, the following two step procedure is used in aligning two vectors:
1. Translate the plane so that the point (Xo, Yo , zo) is at the origin of the
coordinate system
2. Perform appropriate rotations to make the normal coincident with the z-axis
in opposite direction.
In general, making an arbitrary axis passing through the origin coincident with
one of the coordinate axes requires two successive rotations about the other two
coordinate axes. To make the arbitrary orientation axis coincident with the z-axis, we
first rotate about the x-axis and then about the y-axis. To determine the rotation
','
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angle, a , about the x-axis used to place the orientation axis in the xz plane, we first
project the unit vector along the axis onto the yz plane as shown in figure 3.2 .
z
x
l:l~~---CYI P
I
1
I
I
I ,,-
- _ :: ~..... I ;';' ex
-~
y
FIGURE 3.2 Projection of unit vector along the axis onto the x-z plane
we have that
an
(3.1.3)
Cz
cosa = -d
. C
sma = ;
z
After rotation about the x-axis into the xz plane, the z component of the unit vector is
d, and the x component is Cx , the direction cosine in the x direction as shown in
I
figure 3.3 .
P(cx,O, d
I
1
d
'I
I
I
x
y
FIGURE 3.3 Rotation about the x-axis into the x-z plane
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Since the length of the unit vectors is 1, the rotation angle f3 about the y-axis
required to make the arbitrary axis coincident with the z-axis is
cosf3=d
The complete transformation is
sinf3 = ex (3.1.4)
[M] = [T] [Rx][Ry]
where the required transformation matrix for translation is
(3.1.5)
o
1
o
- Yo
the transformation matrix for rotation about x-axis is
[~ 0 0 ~]T= cosa sma- sioo cosa0 0
1 0 0 0
0 ~ .~ 0d d
0 -~ ~ 0d d
0 0 0 1
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and about the y-axis
[COS( - ,6) 0 - sin( - (3) ~][Ry] = sio(~ ,6) 1 00 cos( - (3)0 0
[-:~ 0 ex f~]1 00 d -"00 0 1
For the Automatic orientation process, the following six step procedure is
employed:
1. Pick a planar face to orient and calculate its normal vector.
2. Align the normal vector with the reference surface's normal in the opposite
direction.
3. Obtain the coordinates of the object vertices in this orientation.
4. Calculate the minimum z distance (height).
5. Repeat steps 1 through 4 for all other candidate planar faces.
6. Select the face which will result the minimum height once the object is
oriented.
An automatic orientation program creates a loop that repeats the calculation
described above to make the successive tra~sformations by using only planar surfaces
determined for the design part. In the mean time, after each transformation by getting
the z coordinates of all vertices, the maximum and the minimum z coordinates can be
calculated for this particular orientation.
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After calculating the minimum height, a single face or faces are tagged as
candidates to be selected as the base surface for the RP&M building process. If there
are more that one candidate, the face which has the largest area is chosen and is
oriented with respect to the reference surface. The last step is to locate the design part
in the positive quadrant of the x-y plane. Then, the automatic orientation process is
completed.
3.2 AUTOMATIC LAYER THICKNESS CALCULATION
The calculation of the layer thicknesses for the slicing process is an important
part to enhance the links between the CAD process and RP&M systems. The method
developed in this thesis is based on the use of local surface change in the z direction for
determining the layer thicknesses. To be able to get curvature information in the z
direction, number of vertical cutting planes passing through the part's center of gravity
and rotated around the z-axis are formed, shown in Figure 3.4. The equation of the
cutting plane is calculated from the initial coefficients of the plane:
and the transformation matrix rotates it around the z-axis
sinO
cosO
o
o
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FIGURE 3.4 Vertical cutting planes
and, transformation matrices for translations back and forward to center ofgravity
[t 0 0 ~][T2] = 1 00 1b c
[i. 0 0 ~][T3] = 1 00 1
-b -c
Then, the coefficients of the cutting plane to get intersection curves as
following:
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or
[
cosO
- sinO
- acosO ~ bsinfJ + a
P* = [T][ P] [x y z 1]
:~: ~ol ~1]
- asinfJ - bsinfJ + b
[ ~~~:fJ ][x y z 1]
- acos~ + bsinO
P* = [xcosO - y sinO - acosO + bsinO]
The intersection between the cutting planes and the object surfaces will
generate cross-sections which composed of number of curves attached to each other in
a tip to tail fashions representing closed areas with internal holes if the object has holes
in it.
The generated cross-sectional curves are further divided into number of
segments by using equal arc length parametrization, and their properties such as the
coordinates and the curvature are stored in an external file. Curve points are further
processed to order them with respect to their z coordinates as well as they are tagged
by angle of the vertical planes that they are associated with.
As the seconds step, a number of horizontal plane cutting planes are used to
generate points on the cross-sectional curves at the intersection points (Figure 3.5).
These points are regarded as the sampling points in each layer to obtain the
surface curvature change in the z direction. Z coordinates of these intersection points
are also recorded for the following process.
For each horizontal plane, the closest segmentation points calculated previously
by dividing the cross-sectional curves is searched in the external file. The point with the
maximum curvature is used for the step size (layer thickness) calculation. Two more
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Curve
FIGURE 3.5 Horizontal cutting planes
points are selected to fit a circle through three points. The circle is used to calculate the
proper layer thickness at this elevation by using the maximum allowable deviation from
the precise boundary. Thus, the following is formulated:
)2 ( )2 2(Xl - h + YI - k = r
(X2 - h)2 + (Y2 - k) 2 = r2
(X3 - h)2 + (Y3 - k? = r2
(3.2.I-a)
(3.2.I-b)
(3.2.I-c)
a solution algorithm which subtracts Eq. (3.2.I-b) from Eqs. (3.2. I-a) and (3.2.I-c)
reduces the solution to a linear problem.
Specifically, the solution algorithm is
[(a) - (b)](X3 - X2) - [(c) - (b)](XI - X2)
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where the letters in brackets refer to Eqn. (3.2.1). The resulting equation in the
unknown k is
k = [ (xi - x~) + (yi - y~) ]( X3 - X2)
2[ (Yl - Y2)(X3 - X2) - (Y3 - Y2)(XI - X2)]
[( x~ - x~) + (Y~ - Y~)]( Xl - X2)
Similarly, h is calculated from [(a) - (b)] and eqn. (3.2.2) as
h = (xi - x~) + (yi - Y§) - 2k (YI - Y2)
2(XI - X2)
and
T = J(XI - h)2 + (Yl - k)2
(3.2.2)
(3.2.3)
(3.2.4)
After determining of the circle's parameter, for a defined dx value, the chord
length shown in figure 3.6 is found as
A • dx~ tr------__--C) B
r
o
FIGURE 3.6 Chord length determination of a circle
T - h = dx
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(3.2.5)
()
r - rcos- = dx
2
we know that
() . 2()
cos- = 1 - 2SIn -
2 2
substituting in into Eq. 3.2.6 ,we obtain
. 2 () dx
sm - =-
2 2r
then
() = 4 arcsin[ (di]V~
and
l . ()
= 2rsIn2"
(3.2.6)
(3.2.7)
(3.2.8)
(3.2.9)
(3.2.10)
Having obtained the chord-length l, we seek to find X2 and Y2 shown in figure 3.7 .
To do that, we have to solve
e
FIGURE 3.7 Step length detennination between two points on cross-section curve
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(X2 - a? ~, (Y2 - b )2 = r2
(X2 - xd2 + (Y2 - YI)2 = l2
Xl' Yl, rand l are known, so after solving these equations, we obtain
or
where
and
b - YlK 2 =--
a - Xl
substituting X2 into the equation 3.2.11 ,we get
A Y§ + B Y2 + C = 0
(3.2.11)
(3.2.12)
(3.2.13)
(3.2.14)
(3.2.15)
where A = Ki +1
B=2K2 a-2KIK 2 -2b
C = Ki - 2 KIa + a 2 + b2 - r2
Solving the second degree equation, we find
B±VB2 -4AC
Y2 1,2 = - 2A
and, the step size is
zstep = Y2 - YI
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Y2 > YI, (3.2.16)
Then, we proceed to the successive slicing steps as shown in figure 3.8.
Slice n
I
o
FIGURE 3.8 Slicing step length
This method is currently impl~mented and based on local curvature information
obtained by sampling points from the cross-section curves. The following methods with
aqjustable layer thickness approaches are also provided for potential future
implementations.
3.2.1 ALTERNATIVE METHOD ONE
Curvature is needed to determined the layer thickness and to automate the
slicing process. To obtain the curvature at any point on the curve continuously, a cubic
spline curve fitting can be employed by using a number of points selected from the
database of points calculated and ordered with respect to z coordinate. This curve will
represent the equivalent maximum curvature change along the z axis. Then, for any z
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value, the equivalent curvature curve can be determined by numerical iteration.. It gives
the approximate local curvature for the further calculation.
Z
Approximate
Curve
Z f-'----------{
o Curvature K
FIGURE 3.9 Cubic spline fit for step length determination
3.2.2 ALTERNATIVE METHOD TWO
In this approach, since z coordinate is known, corresponding t parameter
value can be calculated iterativelly for different section curves represented by using as
Nonuniform rational B-Spline Curves (NURBS).
Z
t parameter
o x
FIGURE 3.10 Vertical section NURBS boundary curve
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Then, the curvature can be determined from the known t parameter. By using the
osculating circle approximation, the distance d (layer thickness) between two
subsequent slices:
d = L(I - ~) I where L2 = 40 (2 P - 0)
If the current tangent vector is To , and the current position vector To, then
so,
geT) = (1' - To) To - d
zstep = d
as shown in figure 3.11.
P(rJ
.. (r - r J~=d
FIGURE 3.11 Step length calculation based on NC cutter osculating circle
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CHAPTER 4
SOFTWARE IMPLEMENTATION
4.1 INTRODUCTION
I-DEAS™ 2.1 software has been selected for the software implementation of
the automatic part orientation and layer thickness algorithms described in previous
Chapter 3.
The I-DEAS™ 2.1 software offers number of features for incorporating other
application programs. The program called II AOLTP II was developed by using 1-
DEAS™ open architecture programming language to implement the automatic part
orientation and the layer thickness algorithms developed in this thesis. Three different
parts have been used in case studies to test the software implementation.
4.2 BACKGROUND
4.2.1 I-DEAS™ 2.1 OPEN ARCHITECTURE
The I-DEAS™ Open Architecture provide many tools to facilitate data
transfer, program control, and software customization. In this open system, a wide
range of standard and optional features such as direct access to data, commands and
functions are provided.
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The suit of I-DEAS Open Architecture tools let the user customize, automate,
and extend the standards capabilities of the I-DEAS software. For the beginner, the
direct benefit of I-DEAS Open Architecture is the ease of having macros to automate
frequently used series of commands. For the intermediate user, macros can be extended
with programming structures and the user interface can be customized to use system
I
integration.
However, for the high lever user, I-DEAS Open Architecture gives product
specific access to programmability within the I-DEAS software, and a broad set of
routines to solve distributed~computing problems
The standard I-DEAS Open Architecture components consist of four major
parts:
1. Open User Interface
2. Open Macro Language
3. Creating a Costume Plotter Drive
4. Relational Data Interface
4.2.2 I-DEAS OPEN LANGUAGE
Programmability is a feature to provide the user with an opportunity to
customize programs for special applications. It consists of several different related
features in I-DEAS™ software.
These are the ability to define variables, create program files with regular I-
DEAS commands plus special programmability commands, the ability to define new
symbols equivalent to a string of commands, or to program an icon to run a sequence
of commands. To define variables, a FORTRAN type expression can be typed at any
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prompt for information in the software instead ofjust entering a number. A pound sign
(#) is used at the start of the line to define below variables.
#pi = 3.1415
#angle = 0.866
#radius = angle/10.3
#area = 2*pi*radius
Variables can also contain numbers of character string data. Therefore, quotes
must surround the strings to indicate the difference.
#filename ="A.OUT"
#pathname = " A : " + K
The user also can define dimensioned variables, which can contain up to ten
characters, as shown :
#declare spots(30)
#spots(l) = 2.5
#spots(2) = spots(l) - 2
There are also I-DEAS defined variables start with the character string II Z II,
For example, the value of 1r is defined in Z_PI variable.
Another type of array variable is called II rolling stack II which contains at least
200 elements store the values in the reversed order. This variable feature provides a
mechanism to get the information into user defined variables as shown:
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#a = z_list(3)
#b = z_list(2)
#c = z_list(l)
Other programmability commands to control input, output, and program
(looping and branching) are used to write general programs.
The INPUT command is used to display a string (a prompt) on the terminal
requesting a response from the program file user. The I-DEAS™ stores the entered
value in a simple variable or in an array. The syntax of the INPUT command is as
following:
#input Prompt_String Name Default_expression
I The GOTO command implements an unconditional branch to a label within the
current program file in a syntax as shown:
#goto Name or Expression label
On the other hand, program control statements consist of statement labels and
commands to branch to statement labels. For example:
#i=O
#input" iteration" I
#loop:
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(statement label)
#i = i + 1
#if (i eq I ) then goto end
#a(i) = z_list(i)
#goto loop
#end:
(conditional jump)
(unconditional jump)
There are many other commands offered by the I-DEAS Open Language [9] .
4.3 CASE STUDY ONE
For the first case, the part shown in Figure (4.2.1) has been selected for the
program AOLTP. This part is a simple model designed to test the automatic orientation
and layer thickness determination algorithms. It has total four holes which two ofthem
intersect each other and are located in the main body, and the rest are on the two lugs
located at each side.
The part has been saved in I-DEASTM. The program retrieves the part from
main-bin into the workbench-wireframe. The maximum and the minimum coordinates
of the part in each direction are calculated. The list of faces are generated and written
to an external file. An auxiliary Fortran program reads this data and creates a file listing
planar faces only. The program then retrieves the planar faces listed in this external
file.
After determining the planar surfaces, AOLTP proceeds to calculate the
orientation explained in Chapter 4. The matrix [M] is calculated for the part in a
process that applies successive orientations to the each planar face tagged previously.
At the same time, after applying orientation for the face picked, the program calculates
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the maximum and the minimum z-distances by using the coordinates of the vertices of
all faces stored in I-DEAS defined zJist variable, as the faces were listed in the
information window previously.
After all the faces considered as candidates for being a base surface, faces are
determined by using the minimum height principle. If there are more than one face, the
program chooses the face with the largest area and orients the part from its initial
position (Figure 4.2.2) to the position by aligning the normals of the face and the
reference plane in the opposite direction.
Finally, the maximum and the minimum coordinates of the part are determined by
using this orientation. Then, the design part has been moved to the final position on the
positive side in the x-y plane as shown in Figure (4.2.3).
Total of 18 vertical planes used to cut the object for () = ~ (n = 1, .. , 18), for
n
the implementation. The generated cross-sectional curves are shown in Figure(4.2.4),
Each curve defining the boundaries of each cross-section is divided into twenty five
segments by using the segmentation method based on constant arc length that I-DEAS
uses. I-DEAS gives the information associated with these points.
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FIGURE 4.2.7. Layer thickness variation
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The coordinates and curvatures at these points on are listed and stored in a file to
access them later.
Using the information stored in this file and the formulation described in
Chapter 3, the calculations to determine the proper layer thicknesses of the design part
for RP&M process are performed. The layers generated are shown in Figure (4.2.5)
through Figure (4.2.6). The layer thickness variation along z axis can also be seen in
Figure (2.4.7).
4.3 CASE STUDY TWO
For this case, the part shown in figure (4.3.1) was used. The part is called
Spherical Spacer which is constructed by intersecting three axisymmetric objects ,
and has one 53 mm diameter hole that passes through the center of the body.
The same procedure have been applied:
1. Automatic Orientation of the design part
2. Automatic Layer Thickness determination
The results have been shown in Figure(4.3.2) through Figure (4.3.9).
4.4 CASE STUDY THREE
For the last case study, the part called Inlet shown in Figure (4.4.1) has been
selected. The part simply is an axisymmetric part with respect to z-axis which is
constructed by revolving cross-section made of a number of curves around the z-axis.
According to the procedure explained in Chapter 3 , the orientation and the
slicing processes have been applied for the part. The results are shown in Figure (4.4.2)
through Figure (4.4.9).
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CHAPTER 5
CONCLUSION
5.1 RESULTS
A variable layer thickness approach to be used in RP&M systems has been
considered for many years. It reduces the number of slices without sacrificing the
surface quality of the design part. Today, although research to increase the efficiency of
the RP&M system is continuing, there is no known approach which uses variable layer
thickness determined directly from the solid geometry of the part.
The results of this thesis show that there are alternative ways leading to
considerable good results by integrating CAD process closely with RP&M systems.
This close integration is made possible by developing two algorithms for automatic part
orientation and layer thickness determination, and implementing them in a commercially
available software environment for testing.
According to changes in the part external and internal shape, the layer
thicknesses have been calculated in the range of 0.1 mm (minimum) and 0.9 mm
(maximum) , selected as the lower and upper capability limits of SLA. Results are
shown in figure (4.2.1) through figure (4.4.9) for each part and demonstrate that good
approximations are made for variable layer thicknesses. After calculating the layer
thicknesses, cross-sections with precise boundaries can be generated. An IGES file
representing precise boundary information of the cross-sections (slices) can also be
generated to be used as an input for a subsequent hatching process.
I
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5.2 SUMMARY
AOLTP is a program , written in IDEAS ™ 2.1 open language and uses
external Fortran subroutines, to automatically ori~nt a part and calculate the layer
thickness for each step for RP&M systems. Development of the thesis consists of the
work explained in the previous chapters.
Chapter 1 introduces some of the RP&M systems currently used to provide
better understanding about the process.
Chapter 2 provides mathematical background required in the formulation of
algorithms developed in chapter 3.
Chapter 3 explains the two algorithms developed for automatic part orientation
and layer thickness determination.
In Chapter 4, the software implementation of the algorithms IS explained
together with three case studies for testing and results generation.
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Appendix A
SAMPLE PROGRAMS IN I-DEAS OPEN LANGUAGE
C : **********Taking the file named sam,rename it as dummy
K : $ mpos :; Ima rna
K:F
K: QGI sam
K:OKAY
K: ET 2;
K:C
K:Ndummy
K:OKAY
K:CANC
K: $ return
C : **********Get cell from main bin into the workbench wireframe
K : $ mpos :; Ima rna
K:F
K: QGldummy
K:OKAY
K: ET 2;
K:G
K:CANC
K: $ return
C : **********Find zmin, zmax
K: $ Iii in
K: FIL
K: Pm 10;
K: Po
K:ALL
K:
K:HIGH
K:
K: $ return
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C : **********Read zjist, store it into separeted arrays
K: #t=0
K: #h=O
K: #tamam:
K: #t=t+4
K: #h=h+1
K : #Xb(h)=zjist(t-1)
K: #yb(h)=zjist(t-2)
K : #zb(h)=zjist(t-3)
K: #Von(h)=zjist(t)
K: #if(zjist(t) eq 1) then goto sona
K : #goto tamam
K: #sona:
C: **********Get the output of arrays
K: #c=O
K: #sayi:
K: #c=c+1
K : #if(h+1 eq c) then goto sonb
K : #output "X=",xb(c), II ","y=",yb(c), II
K : #goto sayi
K: #sonb:
K: #nvx=h
","Z=",zb(c)
C : **********Find extremum points in x direction
K : #c=O;#xmk=xb(1);#xmt=xb(1)
K: #ymk=yb(l);#ymt=yb(l)
K : #zmk=zb(l);#zmt=zb(1)
K : #klsml:
K: #c=c+l
K : #if(c eq h+1) then goto gel1
K : #tta=xb(c);#ttb=yb(c);#ttc=zb(c)
K : #if(xmk gt tta) then #xmk=tta
K : #if(xmt It tta) then #xmt=tta
K : #if(ymk gt ttb) then #ymk=ttb
K : #if(ymt It ttb) then #ymt=ttb
K : #if(zmk gt ttc) then #zmk=ttc
K : #if(zmt It ttc) then #zmt=ttc
K : #goto klsm1
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K : #gel1:
K : #output "min.x=",xmk,"
K : #output "min.y=",ymk,"
K : #output "min.z=",zmk,"
C : **********Get the surface list
K:$/liin
K:FIL
K: Pm 13;
K: Po
K:ALL
K:
K:HIGH
K:
K: $ return
","max.x=",xmt
","max.y=",ymt
", IImax.z=",zmt
C : **********Read the z-list for dummy's surfeces
K: #t=O
K: #h=O
K : #cek:
K: #t=t+2
K: #h=h+1
K : #sufd(h)=zJist(t)
K : #if{zJist(t) eq 1) then goto tepo
K: #goto cek
K: #tepo:
K: #nsu=h
K: #c=O
C : **********Get the output of the array
K : #cek1:
K: #c=c+1
K : #if{nsu+1 eq c) then goto tepo1
K : #output "#",c,"__","surface #=",sufd(c)
K : #goto cek1
K : #tepo1:
C : **********Topology of the part
K: #h=O
K : #tokat:
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K: #h=h+l
K : #if(h eq nvx+1) then goto yozgat
K:$/liin
K:REL
K: S
K: Ldummy
K:V
K:
K: von(h)
K:
K:
K: $ return
K : #output von(h)
K : #koza=von(h)
K : #ksvll (koza)=zJist(6)
K : #ksvI2(koza)=zJist(4)
K : #ksv13(koza)=zJist(2)
K : #goto tokat
K : #yozgat:
K: #i=O
K: #kaz:
K: #i=i+l
K : #if(i eq nvx+1) then goto kaz1
K : #koza=von(i)
K : #output "vortex #=",koza,"__Surface
#=",ksvll (koza), "_",ksvI2(koza),"_",ksv13(koza)
K: #goto kaz
K: #i=O
K: #kazl:
C : **********Form the reference box
K: $rnpos :; /rna rna
K:F
K: QG I refob
K:OKAY
K: ET2;
K:C
K: Naaa
K:OKAY
K:CANC
K: $return
K: $rnpos :; /rna rna
K: F
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K: QGI aaa
K:OKAY
K: ET2;
K:G
K:CANC
K: $return
K: $/ormo
K:Laaa
K:PT
K:
K:A
K:KEY
K: 001
K:
K: 25
K:
K:
C : **********Subtract linear surfaces from info. file
K: $ IIi io
K: OuY
K: Fi erginfo1.dat
K: Okay
K : #i=O;#k=O
K : #open varl "erginfol.dat"
K: #armut:
K : #i=i+1
K : #if(i eq nsu+1) then goto armut1
K:$/liin
K: L dummy
K: S
K:
K : "f'+sufd(i)
K:
K: $return
C : **********
K : #j=O;#tipi=" II ;#esi="Surface Type : Planar"
K : #dahilal:
K : #j=j+l
K : #if(j eq 6) then goto dahila2
K : #read var ~ tipi
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K : #goto dahilal
K : #dahila2:
K : #if(esi eq tipi) then goto eket
K : #goto armut
K: #eket:
K : #output "Found ""#" k " linear surfece is " sufd(i)
, " '
K: #k=k+l
K : #lisur(k)=sufd(i)
K : #goto armut
K: #armut1:
K: #lisus=k
K : #close var1
K: $ IIi io
K: OuN
K: Okay
C : **********Orient the faces
K: #i=O;#jj=O;#olcuml(l)=l *2+5
K: #agaa2:
K : #i=i+1;#cocon=lisur(i)
K : #if(i eq lisus+1) then goto agaal
K: $ lor a
K: Ldummy
K: S
K:
K: lisur(i)
K:Laaa
K: S
K:
K: 2
K:
K:DONE
K: $return
C : **********Find zmin, zmax for the oriented part
K:$/liin
K: Ldummy
K:V
K:
K:ALL
K:V
K:
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K:
K: $ return
C : **********Read z list,store it into separeted arrays
K: #t=O
K: #h=O
K: #ztamam:
K: #t=t+4
K: #h=h+l
K: #zxb(h)=zJist(t-l)
K: #zyb(h)=zJist(t-2)
K: #zzb(h)=zJist(t-3)
K: #zvon(h)=zJist(t)
K : #if(zJist(t) eq 1) then goto zsona
K : #goto ztamam
K : #zsona:
C: **********Get the output of arrays
K: #c=O
K: #zsayi:
K: #c=c+l
K : #if(h+1 eq c) then goto zsonb
K : #output IIx= II ,zxb(c), II ","y=",zyb(c), II
K : #goto zsayi
K: #zsonb:
C : **********Find extremum points in x direction
K: #c=O;#zxmk=zxb(I);#zxmt=zxb(l)
K : #zymk=zyb(1);#zymt=zyb(1)
K : #zzmk=zzb(I);#zzmt=zzb(l)
K: #zkIsml:
K: #c=c+l
K : #if(c eq h+1) then goto zgell
K : #ztta=zxb(c);#zttb=zyb(c);#zttc=zzb(c)
K : #if(zxmk gt ztta) then #zxmk=ztta
K : #if(zxmt It ztta) then #zxmt=ztta
K : #if(zymk gt zttb) then #zymk=zttb
K : #if(zymt It zttb) then #zymt=zttb
K : #if(zzmk gt zttc) then #zzmk=zttc
K : #if(zzmt It zttc) then #zzmt=zttc
K : #goto zklsm1
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","Z=",zzb(c)
K : #zgel1:
K : #output "surface ID=",cocon
K : #output II min.x=",zxmk, II
K : #output "min.y=",zyrnk,"
K : #output II min.z=",zzrnk, II
","max.x=",zxmt
","max.y=",zymt
II tl max z=tI zzmt, . ,
C : **********
K : #if(zzmt ge -1e-6 and zzmt Ie 1e-6) then goto ayrim1
K : #goto agaa2
K : #ayrim1:
K : #jj=jj+1
K : #olcums(jj)=cocon
K : #olcum1(jj)=-zzmk
K : #output tlSurface ID",cocon,II tI,tlmax.z=",olcum1Gj)
K : #goto agaa2
K: #agaa1:
C : **********
K: #c=O
K : #kuleli:
K: #c=c+1
K : #if(c eq jj+1) then goto pinat
K : #output "Stirface ID=I,olcums(c),"
K : #goto kuleli
K : #pinat:
C : **********
K : #c=O;#j=O;#i=O;#uzuna=1
K : #zsmi=olcum1(1)
K : #zfsok1:
K: #c=c+1
K : #if(c eq jj+1) then goto zfsok2
K : #zsde=olcum1(c)
K : #if(zsde It zsmi) then #zsmi=zsde
K : #goto zfsok1
K: #zfsok2:
K : #output "min.z=tI,zsmi
K : #i=O;#j=O
K: #getra:
K: #i=i+1
K : #if(i eq jj+1) then goto getra1
", Imax.z=",olcum1(c)
I
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K : #zsde=abs(oleum1(i)-zsmi)
K: #if(zsde Ie 1e-6) then #j=j+1;#avanakG)=i;#Uzuna=j
K : #goto getra
K: #getral:
K : #output "The surface which has min. z coordinate"
K: #i=O
K: #swqsk:
K: #i=i+1
K : #if(i eq uzuna+1) then goto swqsk1
K : #atam=avanak(i)
K : #output "surface ID=",olcums(atam)
K : #goto swqsk
K: #swqsk1:
K : #output "min. z coord.=",zsmi
C : **********
K: #i=O
K : #open var2 "anadolu.dat"
K: #izmir:
K: #i=i+l
K : #if(i eq uzuna+1) then goto izmir1
K : #leyle=avanak(i)
K:$/liin
K:REL
K:V
K: Ldummy
K: S
K:
K : olcums(leyle)
K:
K:
K: $return
K: #t=0
K : #leylek=olcums(leyle)+"1"
K : #Write var2 leylek
K: #kasap:
K: #t=t+4
K : #tella1=zJist(t)
K : #tella2=zJist(t-2)
K : #output tella1," ",tella2
K : #if(tella2 eq 1) then goto kasap1
K : #Write var2 tella1
K : #goto kasap
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K: #kasap1:
K : #niln=zJist(t-3)
K : #fener1(i)=olcums(leyle);#fener2(i)=niln
K : #output fener1(i), II II ,fener2(i)
K : #goto izmir
K: #izmir1:
K : #close var2
C : **********
K: #i=O
K: #yogok:
K: #i=i+1
K : #if(i eq uzuna+1) then goto yogok1
K : #guru=avanak(i)
K : $ Icr spe ex
K: Ldummy
K: S
K:
K: IIf'+olcums(guru)
K:
K:DES
K: $return
K:$/liin
K : L workbench wireframe
K: sc
K: scI
K:
K: $return
K : #alanss(i)=zJist(33)
K : #output IIAlan- l ,i,"_ =",alariss(i)
K: $ Ide
K : L workbench wireframe
K: sc
K: scI
K:
K:
K: $return
K: $ Ide
K :FIL
K: Pm 12;
K: Po
K : L workbench wireframe
K:
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K:ALL
K:
K:
K:
K: $return
K : #goto yogok
K: #yogokl:
C : **********Orientation of the final face
K : #i=O;#minalan=alanss(l);#kuppa=l
K : #napoli1:
K : #i=i+l
K : #if{i gt uzuna+1) then goto napoli3
K : #turkuaz=alanss(i)-
K : #if{turkuaz gt minalan) then #minalan=turkuaz;#kuppa=i
K : #goto napoli1
K : #napoli3:
K : #kobe=avanak(kuppa)
K : #obek=olcurns(kobe)
K : #open var2 "anadolu.dat"
K: #i=O
K : #rnakarna:
K : #i=i+l
K : #read var2 akse
K : #output akse
K: #if{akse eq obek+"fl) then goto rnakarnal
K : #goto rnakarna
K : #rnakarnal:
K: #i=O
K : #rnakarna2:
K: #i=i+l
K : #if{ i eq fener2(kuppa)+1) then goto makama3
K : #read var2 ayar1(i)
K : #output ayarl(i)
K : #goto rnakarna2
K : #rnakarna3:
K : #close var2
C : **********Move the part to the positive side of z axis
K: $ lor rno
K:Laaa
K:PT
.
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K:
K:A
K:KEY
K: 0,0,-1
K:
K: 50
K:
K:
C : **********
K: $ lor a
K: Ldummy
K: S
K:
K: obek
K: Laaa
K: S
K:
K: 1
K:
K : DONE
K: $return
C : **********Find xmin, ymin of the oriented part
K: $ lli in
K: Ldummy
K:V
K:
K:ALL
K:V
K:
K:
K: $ return
C : **********Read zJist,store it into separeted arrays
K: #t=0
K: #h=O
K: #xytamam:
K: #t=t+4
K: #h=h+1
K : fu¢(h)=zJist(t-1)
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K : #yb(h)=zJist(t-2)
K : #zb(h)=zJist(t-3)
K: #Von(h)=zJist(t)
K : #if(zJist(t) eq 1) then goto xysona
K : #goto xytamam
K: #xysona:
C: **********Get the output of arrays
K: #c=O
K: #xysayi:
K : #c=c+1
K : #if(h+1 eq c) then goto xysonb
K : #output "x=",zxb(c)," ", "y=",zyb(c), "
K : #goto xysayi
K: #Xysonb:
","z=" ,zzb(c)
C : **********Find extremum points in x & y direction
K: #c=O;#Xrnk=xb(l);#Xmt=xb(l)
K : #yrnk=yb(l);#ymt=yb(l)
K: #zmk=zb(l);#zmt=zb(l)
K : #Xyklsm1:
K: #c=c+1
K : #if(c eq h+1) then goto xygel1
K : #tta=xb(c);#ttb=yb(c);#ttc=zb(c)
K : #if(xmk gt tta) then #xrnk=tta
. K : #if(xmt It tta) then #xmt=tta
K : #if(yrnk gt ttb) then #ymk=ttb
K : #if(ymt It ttb) then #ymt=ttb
K: #if(zrnk gt ttc) then #zmk=ttc
K : #if(zmt It ttc) then #zmt=ttc
K : #goto xyklsm1
K: #Xygel1:
K : #output "surface ID=",cocon
K : #output "min.x=",xmk," ","max.x=",xmt
K : #output "min.y=",ymk," ","max.y=",ymt
K : #output "min.z=",zmk," ","max.z=",zmt
K : #Xgo=abs(xmk);#ygo=abs(ymk)
K : #zgo=(abs(zmk)+abs(zmt))/2
C : **********Delete the trust
K: $ Idel
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K:Laaa
K:PT
K:
K:
K: $retum
C : **********Move the part onto positive~one in z & y direction
K: $ lor mo
K: Ldummy
K:PT
K:
K : xgo,ygo,O
K: $retum
C : **********Calculate the mass center's coordinates
K : $/li pr
K: L dummy
K:PT
K: SUCL
K: ! CMLi
K:OKAY
K : #X1=zJist(33)
K : #y1=zJist(31)
K : #zl=zJist(29)
K : #output "x1=",x1
K : #output "y1=",y1
K : #output "zl=",zl
K: #open var2 "center.out"
K: #Write var2 x1,y1
K : #c1ose var2
C : **********Get the cross-sections in z direction
K: #deta=O
K : #kor1=0;#kor2=0,#kor3=0;#kor4=0
K : #oya1:
K : #deta=deta+10
K : #if(deta eq 190) then goto oya2
K: #kor1=-cos(deta)
K: #kor2=sin(deta)
K: #kor3=0
K : #kor4=x1 *cos(deta)-y1 *sin(deta)
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K: $ fcr spe cr
K: Ldummy
K:PT
K:
K:PL
K:KEY
K : korl,kor2,kor3,kor4
K: $retum
K : #goto oyal
K: #oya2:
C : **********Get the list of total curves, and store it
K : $/li io
K: OuY
K: Fi erginf02.dat
K:OKAY
K: $/li in
K: FIL
K: Pm 15;
K: Po
K : L workbench wireframe
K:
K : ALL
K:
K:
K: $retum
K : $/li io
K: OuN
K:OKAY
C : **********Classify the curves
K : #open varl l erginf02.dat"
K : #i=O;#j=O;#XXI=" II
K : #ada="Part Name : Workbench wireframe"
K : #moda="Curve Type : Elliptical Arc"
K : #soda="Line Type : Line Segment"
K: #dongul:
K : #read varI xx2
K : #if{xx2 eq ada) then #j=j+I
K : #if{xx2 eq moda) then #i=i+I;#cuvn(i)=j;#output "curve_",i,"=",j
K: #if{xx2 eq soda) then #i=i+I;#cuvn(i)=j;#output "curve_",i,"=",j
K : #if{xx2 eq xxI) then goto dongu2
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K : #XX1=xx2
K : #goto dongu1
K : #dongu2:
K : #close varl
K : #kovs=i
C : **********Make the curve analysis for finding the min. curvature
C : **********Start the segmentation process
K : #open var2 "tumdata.dat"
K: $$$/taMS
K : #iii=1
K : $ ITA MS AG CG
K : L workbench wireframe
K:
K : cuvn(iii)
K: OP
K: TNN
K: TPN (
K: POY
K: NVN
K: TVN
K: BVN
K: STN
K: SPN
K: CVN
K: CTN
K: RCN
K: RCTN
K: NS 25
K: LDY
K: CVY
K:OKAY
K:US
K:DO
K: $
K : #iii=O
K: #cemo:
K : #iii=iii+1
K : #if(iii eq kovs+ I) then goto cemo1
K: $ ITAMS AGCG
K : L workbench wireframe
K:
K : cuvn(iii)
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K:US
K:DO
K: $
K: #i=O
K: #open varl lI od.out ll
K: #ebw:
K : #i=i+l
K : #if{i eq 101) then goto ebw1
K : #ceti=z_str(i)
K : #Write var1 ceti
K: #goto ebw
K: #ebwl:
K : #close var1
K : #execute II kaplan II
K: #open varl lI oda.out ll
K : #open var3 IIkogo.dat ll
K : #i=O;#tkk=1
K: #ebw2:
K: #i=i+l
K : #if{i eq 26) then goto ebw3
K : #read var1 tkk
K : #read var3 jklm
K : #Write var2 jklm
K : #aht(i)=tkk
K: #output IIcurvature_lI,i,II=II,tkk
K : #goto ebw2
K: #ebw3:
K : #close var1
K : #close var3
C : **********Find extremum points in x direction
K : #c=O;#xmk=aht(1);#xmt=aht(1)
K: #ebw4:
K: #c=c+l
K : #if{c eq 26) then goto ebw5
K : #tta=aht(c)
K : #if{xmk gt tta) then #xmk=tta
K : #if{xmt It tta) then #xmt=tta
K : #goto ebw4
K: #ebw5:
K : #output IIrnin.curvature=lI,xmk
K : #output IImax.curvature=lI,xmt
K : #curve(iii)=xmk
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K : #curve1(iii)=xmt
K : #execute II/bin/rm -f od.out ll
K : #execute II/bin/rm -f oda.outll
K : #goto cemo
K: #cemo1:
K : #close var2
C : **********Final min. curvature ofthe part
K : #c=O;#xmk=curve(l);#xmt=curve(l)
K: #ebw6:
K: #c=c+1
K : #if(c eq iii) then goto ebw7
K : #tta=curve(c)
K : #if(xmk gt tta) then #Xmk=tta
K : #if(xmt It tta) then #Xmt=tta
K : #goto ebw6
K: #ebw7:
K: #output IIFinai min.curvature=lI,xmk
K : #macu=xmk
K : #c=0;#Xmk=curve1(1);#Xmt=curve1(1)
K: #ebw8:
K : #c=c+1
K : #if(c eq iii) then g<Oto ebw9
K : #tta=curve1(c)
~: #if(xmk gt tta) then #xmk=tta
'K: #if(xmt It tta) then #xmt=tta
K : #goto ebw8
K: #ebw9:
K: #output IIFinai max.curvature=",xmt
K : #micu=xmt
K : #execute II/bin/rm -f anadolu.dat"
K : #execute II/bin/rm -f erginfo 1.dat II
K : #execute II/bin/rm -f erginfo2.dat ll
K : #execute II/bin/rm -fkogo.dat"
C : **********Remove the sections and the curves from the part
K: $/de
K : L workbench wireframe
K: sc
K: ALL
K: sc
K:
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K:
K: $
K: $/de
K:FIL
K: Pm 12;
K: Po
K : L workbench wireframe
K:
K:ALL
K:
K:
K:
K: $
C : **********Put away the main part
K: $$$/taMM
K : $ mpos :; Ima pu
K: L dummy
K:
K: $retum
C : **********Begin the calculation ofthe layer thickness
K: #c=O
K: #ii=O
K : #k=-O.l
K : #open var2 "draft.out"
K: #agca:
K: #k=k+c
K: #ii=ii+1
K: $ Iliio
K: OuY
K: Fi erginfo1.dat
K:OKAY
K: $ Icr spe cr
K : L workbench_wireframe
K:
K: all
K:
K:
K: pI
K: key
K: O,O,l,k
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K: $return
K: $ IIi in
K : L workbench wirefrarne
K: p
K: all
K: p
K:
K: $return
K: $ IIi io
K: OuN
K:OKAY
K: #execute "pointer"
K : #open varl "results.dat"
K : #read varl forrnat=" (2x,3(f15.11,2x)) II a,b,d
K : #Write var2 forrnat=" (2x,3(f15.11,2x)) II a,b,d
K: #c=-b
K : #close varl
K : #execute "/bin/rrn -fkeriz.dat"
K: #execute "/bin/rrn -f erginfo1.dat"
K: $ Ide
K : L workbench wirefrarne
K: p
K: all
K: p
K:
K:
K: $return
K : #if(-k eq kol) goto agcal
K : #kol=-k
K : #goto agca
K : #agcal:
K : #close var2
C : **********Slice the part
K: #i=O
K : #open varl "draft.out"
K: #agca:
K : #i=i+l
K : #if(i eq ii) then goto"agcal
K : #read varl forrnat=" (3(f15.11,2x)) II a,b,d
K : $ Icr spe cr
K : L dummy
K:PT
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K:
K: pI
K: key.
K : O,O,l,-a
K: $retum
K : #goto agca
K: #agcal:
K : #cIose varl
K : $ mpos :; IF PR'E
E: **** END OF SESSION ****
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